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Risk management is an integrated part of project management to identify, assess, 
evaluate and mitigate threats or opportunities that aid or endanger the goals of a 
project. Risk Matrices are one of the most popular tools to execute a proper risk 
management process. However, they suffer from shortcomings that can lead to 
non-meaningful results and oversimplified classification. Cox (2008a) and other 
researchers have described these shortcomings, Thomas et al. (2013) even pro-
posed to avoid risk matrices in general. This paper presents adaptions that will 
prevent oversimplified classification, e.g. continuous coloring schemes and view-
ing risk probability and risk consequence as independent variables. Furthermore, 
the typical green-yellow-red color scheme is questioned due to its lack of percep-
tual uniformity and inaccessibility for people with color vision deficiencies. It is 
proposed that these changes will shift the area of application from standalone 
risk analysis tools to supporting tools for quantitative risk analysis which will de-
velop to be the state of the art in project risk management.
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1. INTRODUCTION
---------------------

--- 1.1 Motivation ---
Project risk management is one of the major aspects of project 
management. Project managers need knowledge about pro-
fessional risk management and they need the tools to identify, 
analyse, evaluate and treat (mitigate) risks. Project managers seek 
to meet specific goals such as cost and time. ISO 31000 defines 
risk as the “effect of uncertainty on objectives”. This deviation 
from the expected can be positive or negative. Hence, risks are 
threats and/or opportunities that either compromise project 
goals or aid in achieving them. Modern project management has 
to deal with complex situations under uncertainty. Thus, risk 
management is an essential and integral part of it.
While ISO 31000 provides a generic framework for risk man-
agement, ISO/IEC 31010 offers a variety of tools to put risk 
management into practice. One of these tools – and possibly one 
of the most widespread ones – is the so-called consequence/
probability matrix which is better known as risk matrix. Risk 
matrices are used to visualize risks in a two-dimensional space 
(e.g. risk probability/frequency and risk consequence/impact). 
Each cell in a risk matrix is associated with a color that is used 
for classification. The color is determined by multiplying the 
two variables probability and consequence. The typical green, 
yellow and red colors represent low, medium and high risks 
respectively. The risk class (i.e. color) will then determine which 
risks have a high priority for counter-measures or mitigation.
Risk matrices are popular due to their supposed clarity and ease 
of use. However, a number of papers over the last 10 years have 
drawn a critical picture regarding the common standard of risk 
matrix application (see section 1.2). While major improvements 
were suggested by some researchers, others have concluded 
that risk matrices should be avoided generally.
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es were described in great detail by Montibeller & Winterfeldt 
(2015) and brought into the context of risk matrices by Ball & 
Watt (2013).

Another issue is range compression. Levine (2012) and Bay-
butt (2016) recommended to overcome it issues by using log-
arithmic scaling. Various important thoughts on resolution / 
range compression were presented by Dujim (2015) who also 
proposed to use a coloring scheme based on iso-lines instead 
of the typical grid. Similar coloring schemes were also present-
ed by Ni et al. (2010).

Olson & Wu (2017) provide useful advice for risk matrix ap-
plication in enterprise risk management. Elmontsri (2014) 
reflects on risk matrix application within the National Health 
Service (NHS, UK). Papers focusing on the process of how to 
find the right risk matrix for a specific application were pre-
sented by Dillon et al. (2009), Li et al. (2017) or Oliveira et 
al. (2015).

2. DESIGN OF RISK MATRICES
---------------------

--- 2.1 General Principles ---
In a typical risk matrix probability of occurrence and conse-
quence are both given a range of 1-5. The product of probabili-
ty and consequence will then result in a number of 1-25 which 
is called the risk rating. If the scales of 1-5 for probability and 
consequence are not defined specifically with numbers such as 
USD or percentages, arbitrary results are likely to occur due to 
the ambiguous nature of the scale. To avoid this, quantitative 
risk analysis should be preferred over qualitative risk analy-
sis whenever possible. Instead of 1-5, probability will then be 
quantified from 0% - 100% or with a frequency (rate of oc-
currence) and risk consequence can be quantified in terms of 
cost and/or time. In typical project management applications, 

Based on these papers the present article will offer a variety of 
adaptions to develop a set of best practice risk matrices. That 
includes treating “probability of occurrence” and “impact” as 
independent variables (such as in a Monte Carlo Simulation), 
questioning the adequacy of the green – yellow – red color 
scheme and implementing continuous heatmaps instead of 
discrete colors.

--- 1.2 Related Work ---
In 2008 Cox wrote a critical paper (Cox, 2008a) in which he 
pointed out (and mathematically proved) that typical risk ma-
trices do not fulfil their purpose of supporting good project 
management decisions. Therefore they have to be used with 
caution (Cox, 2008a; Cox and Huber, 2008). He observed poor 
resolution, errors in the assignment of risk ratings, subopti-
mal resource allocation and ambiguous inputs and outputs. To 
overcome these shortcomings, Cox concluded that risk matri-
ces have to fulfill the criteria of weak consistency, between-
ness and consistent coloring. Thomas et al. (2013) reviewed 
30 publications from the oil & gas industry and concluded that 
risk matrix application produced arbitrary risk management 
decisions.

Another source of inaccuracies, the use of qualitative risk rat-
ing systems or – more generally speaking – inadequate scales, 
was described by Cox et al. (2005), Hubbard & Evans (2010) 
and Hubbard & Seiersen (2016). Qualitative scales can be 
interpreted extremely inconsistently, i.e. assessing a conse-
quence of 4 on a scale from 1-5 will mean different things to 
different experts. The same can be said for the interpretation 
of words such “low” or “high”. Unless there is a clear descrip-
tion, such terms are ambiguous. Quantitative scales will lead 
to better results. If qualitative scales have to be used, clear 
definitions of the meaning of words such as “high” or “low” or 
numerical scales (1-5) are needed. This effect is amplified by 
biases that experts and non-experts both have. Cognitive bias-

FIGURE 1. Distribution function for two single risks modeled with a triangular distribution and a 30% / 60% probability of occurrence (fi gure created with RIAAT, http://riaat.riskcon.at)
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goals are quantifiable. Hence, deviations 
from goals will also be quantifiable. There 
is seldom a need to use an abstract scale 
(1-5) instead of actual numbers. In spite 
of this, such applications are widespread. 
We believe that this is due to the tempt-
ing simplicity of semi-quantitative (scales 
1-5, risk ratings 1-25) risk matrices. In the 
case of risk matrices this simplicity has to 
be treated with caution because it is of-
ten an oversimplification that will lead to 
meaningless results. This was shown by 
previous researchers (see section 1.2). 

To overcome this weakness, there is a 
need to avoid semi-quantitative scales. 
It will be shown in this paper that risk 
matrices cannot only be used for quali-
tative risk analysis, but also as a visual-
ization tool for quantitative risk analysis 
which is the preferred method in project 
risk management. In applications for 
non-profit organizations or for assess-
ing more abstract high-level risks (e.g. 
political), quantifying consequences will 
sometimes be impossible. In such situa-
tions it is necessary to stick to qualitative 
(low, high) scales. Describing the mean-
ing of each word (“low”) on such scales 
is the key factor for a successful and un-
ambiguous application. The subsequent 
sections will focus on developing a qual-
itative risk matrix / heatmap that can be 
seen as a derivative of the semi-quantia-
tive risk matrix (consequence/probabili-
ty matrix) which was so heavily criticized 
by previous researchers. An example of 
an application for quantitative risk analy-
sis will be shown at the end of this paper. 
The changes that are made to the original 
risk matrix are the same for both applica-
tions, qualitative and quantitative.

--- 2.2 Probability and Consequence as In-
dependent Parameters ---
Figure 1 shows two examples for the 
quantitative analysis of single risks which 
are defined by a probability of occur-
rence (30% / 60%) and a consequence 
of USD 100,000 – 400,000 / USD 50,000 

– 200,000. The product of the two variables will lead to a deterministic risk rating 
of USD 60,000 for both risks. For the first risk, the distribution function shows us 
that the risk consequence will be 0 in 70% of all cases and 100,000 or more in 
30% of all cases, but it will never be 60,000. The second risk can actually become 
60,000, but there is a 40% chance that it will be zero and a >58% chance that it will 
be higher than 60,000. 

In spite of a wide-spread simplification and/or belief, risk is not per se the product 
of probability and consequence. In fact, the two variables are independent. The 
risk will occur or it will not occur. Only if it occurs, there will be a consequence. 
The typical approach of risk matrices to use the product of probability and conse-
quence will lead to an equalization of low probability – high consequence events 
and high probability – low consequence events by assigning the same color. Such 
events are however quite different in their nature. Keeping the probability and 
consequence independent will account for that. However, distinguishing between 
low probability – high consequence events and high probability – low consequence 
events seems to destroy the very nature of risk matrices, i.e. assigning a risk rating 
/ a color (green, yellow, red) based on the product of probability and consequence. 
As said before, risk matrix application can be taken to a new level when used as a 
supporting tool for quantitative risk analysis. In this support function, oversimpli-
fied classification is not needed anymore. This conclusion will open the door for 
alternative visualizations where probability and consequence are not multiplied, 
but kept independent.

--- 2.3 Ranges and System Limits ---
A major flaw of risk matrices that was pointed out in section 1.2 is range compres-
sion. Thomas et al. (2013) showed an actual example of a real project where a USD 
50 billion blowout with a low probability of occurrence would lead to a lower risk 
rating than other risk events with higher probabilities and consequences in the 
range of a few million USD. Such results are obviously artefacts produced by range 
compression where risk categories do not reflect the ranges needed for the specif-
ic purpose, i.e. a USD 50 billion blowout must not have  a risk rating of 5 (proba-
bility 1, consequence 5) on scale from 1-25 if there is even the slightest possibility 
of this risk to occur. Meaningful ranges have to be chosen to fit the individual pro-
ject’s needs. Most of the time, non-linear scales will prove more useful than linear 
ones. For very large ranges, logarithmic scales are an option.

To produce meaningful and comparable results, a risk analysis identifies and eval-
uates uncertainties for a base with a clear scope and boundaries (system limits) 
that fits the specific task. This requirement is especially hard to fulfill for compa-
nies seeking to establish company-wide risk management standards on a qualita-
tive basis. Typically, risk analysis in a production plant will have different require-
ments and scopes than a research department or project-oriented teams. There is 
no single risk matrix that will make them comparable.

--- 2.4 Resolution and Classifi cation ---
Cox (2008a) showed why risk matrices need to fulfill weak consistency, between-
ness and consistent coloring. The examples in this paper will have continuous col-
oring either with iso-contours or independent colors for probability of occurrence 
and consequence. Resolution in a continuous heat map is infinitely high, hence 
these risk matrix principles do not apply anymore in their original meaning.
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The risk matrix will however not be continuous in general. A grid is used to categorize risks 
in qualitative risk analysis. For the examples in this paper, probability of occurrence will be 
divided into eight categories (see Figure 2a). A finer resolution is needed at the lower end 
of the scale (e.g. for high consequence risks) because their relative distance is very high (a 
factor of 2 lies between 5% and 10%). The middle range will be coarser whereas the resolu-
tion increases again towards the end. This increase is based on the author’s experience that 
risk assessors want to differentiate between highly probable and almost certain events (e.g. 
change orders in construction). This scale is only valid for single occurring risks. To take 
multiple occurring risks into account, other scales have to be used.

Typical risk matrices are symmetrical, i.e. the resolution is identical for probability and con-
sequence. For certain applications, this might be a good choice. However, in this paper a dif-
ferent approach is presented. It was stated that the probability of occurrence will be divided 
into eight categories. This rather fine resolution was chosen because of the exact meaning of 
the scale. A probability of occurrence of e.g. 15-30% is unambiguous. For the consequence 
however, an example with a purely qualitative scale is chosen, e.g. with a scale that goes from 
“low”, “moderate”, “high”, (“very high”,) to “extreme” (Figure 2b, Figure 2c). This qualitative 
scale has to be described carefully to avoid ambiguous ratings, a fine resolution makes this 
task more difficult. To reduce ambiguity and to avoid a tendency towards the center (which 
is typical for uneven numbers of categories) a scale with four categories (Figure 2b) will be 
used in this paper.

--- 2.5 Accessible Colors---
Risk Matrices have typically utilized green, yellow and red colors (g-y-r) to classify low, inter-
mediate and high risks. This color scheme is firmly established, questioning it will not be easily 

accepted. However, many engi-
neering disciplines have started 
to banish the famous rainbow 
color map which suffers from 
the same downsides as the g-y-r 
scheme. The major flaws of such 
color maps were pointed out by 
a number of researchers, e.g. Ro-
gowitz & Treinish (1998) or Bor-
land & Taylor (2007).

Figure 3 (e) shows two varia-
tions of the g-y-r scheme, con-
tinuous (preferred in this paper) 
and discrete (most widespread 
risk matrix application). Figure 
3 (f) shows the achromatic ver-
sion of the same colors. They are 
actively misleading due to lack of 
perceptual ordering, e.g. green 
is more intense than yellow. This 
is an observation that many risk 
managers have made after grey-
scale printing of risk matrices, an 
example of misleading risk rating 
colors is given in Figure 4. Besides 
printing, these colors are mislead-
ing for people with color vision 
deficiencies. Figure 3 (g) and (h) 
show the same colors as seen by 
people with deuteranopia (green 
blindness) and tritanopia (blue 
blindness) respectively.

Two out of various excellent al-
ternatives, magma and plasma 
color maps, are presented in Fig-
ure 3 (a). They were developed 
by van der Walt & Smith (2015) 
and are perfectly perceptual uni-
form in their original form (a) 
and when converted to greyscale 
(b). Even with color vision defi-
ciency filters, they show a con-
tinuous increase of color intensi-
ty. In spite of being uncommon, 
they are a better choice for risk 
management applications for 
everyone, with or without color 
vision deficiency.
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Two out of various excellent alternatives, magma and plasma color maps, are 

presented in Figure 3 (a). They were developed by van der Walt & Smith (2015) and are 

perfectly perceptual uniform in their original form (a) and when converted to greyscale (b). 

Even with color vision deficiency filters, they show a continuous increase of color intensity. 

In spite of being uncommon, they are a better choice for risk management applications for 

everyone, with or without color vision deficiency.  

  
Figure 4: Comparison of magma (a) and green-yellow-red (b) color map. Risk rating colors of the latter are not meaningful 

due to lack of perceptual order. 

 

3 RISK MATRIX EXAMPLES 

With the design principles of section 2 at hand, a variety of new risk matrices can be 

created. Different grids/resolutions should be used for specific tasks, for demonstration 

purposes however all examples with have the 8 x 4 grid that was introduced in section 2. 

Figure 5 shows eight examples of new risk matrix designs. Heatmaps are used instead of 

Risk Rating
green-yellow-red magma
pre-m post-m pre-m post-m

R1 - Risk 1

R2 - Risk 2

R3 - Risk 3

Title

FIGURE 3. (a) Perceptual uniform color maps, (b) meaningful achromatic version, (c) deuteranopia, (d) tritanopia –  
(e) green-yellow-red color maps, (f) misleading achromatic version, (g) deuteranopia, (h) tritanopia.  

(Converted pictures were created with eye.side 2011.1.02, www.eyesyde.de)

FIGURE 2. Scales for probability of occurrence (a) and consequence (b)+(c). Qualitative risk consequence scales needs additional text 
explanation to reduce ambiguous interpretations.
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3. RISK MATRIX EXAMPLES
---------------------

With the design principles of section 2 at hand, a variety of new risk matrices can be created. 
Different grids/resolutions should be used for specific tasks, for demonstration purposes 
however all examples with have the 8 x 4 grid that was introduced in section 2. Figure 5 
shows eight examples of new risk matrix designs. Heatmaps are used instead of discrete 

coloring. It eliminates the res-
olution problem and indicates 
that no category is 100% green, 
yellow or red, every category 
summarizes individual charac-
teristics of a heatmap section.

Figure 5a shows the most intui-
tive evolution of the risk matrix 
that will easily find its way into 
practice. Qualitative probabil-
ity of occurrence scales are re-
placed with a quantitative one, 
continuous coloring is used 
while the familiar green-yel-
low-red color scheme remains. 
Figure 5b goes one step further 
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Figure 5: Iso-contour g-y-r (a), iso-contour magma (b), transparency g-y-r (c), transparency magma (d), independent axes (e), 

symbols (g). 
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FIGURE 5. Iso-contour g-y-r (a), iso-contour magma (b), transparency g-y-r (c), transparency magma (d), independent axes (e), symbols (g).
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by introducing the more advanced magma color map that has 
proven to be valuable in section 2.4. While being superior in 
theory, it might be rejected for practical applications.

The next step is to not use the product of probability of oc-
currence and consequence, but to keep the axes of the matrix 
independent. By doing this, every point becomes unique, clas-
sification becomes more challenging. This blurs the original 
“ease of use” of the risk matrix, but produces more meaningful 
results that avoid comparing apples and oranges. Figure 5c 
uses a green – yellow – red coloring to indicate risk conse-
quence. Probability of occurrence is indicated with transpar-
ency. Low probability – high consequence events are no longer 
green, they are still red but with very high transparency which 
results in light rose or even white. Figure 5d shows the same 
design with the more advanced magma color map.

Instead of using transparency, two individual color maps – 
one per variable – were merged in Figure 5e (white to blue 
for probability of occurrence, white to red for consequence). 
Again, every pixel has an individual color which makes clas-
sification difficult. Yet, the intensity increase is clearly visible 
starting from the bottom left to the top right.

Finally, a risk matrix with symbols is shown in Figure 5f. Color 
and symbol indicate consequence, increasing size and de-
creasing transparency indicate probability of occurrence. This 
risk matrix is not suited for visualizing various risks in a plot, 
its purpose is to provide meaningful symbols for risk regis-
ters, tables, etc.

4. DISCUSSION
---------------------

--- 4.1 Strengths and limitations of risk matrices ---
Compared to the traditional risk matrix, three major changes 
were introduced: First, the use of perceptual uniform colors 
seems unfamiliar at first, but excels compared to classic green 
– yellow – red color schemes. Second, continuous coloring re-
minds us that no two grids in a risk matrix are truly compa-
rable. Third, this effect is further emphasized by separating 
probability of occurrence from consequence by either sepa-
rate color maps that are merged to one (Figure 5e) or trans-
parency effects (Figure 5c, d).

These changes make risk matrices accessible for people with 
color vision deficiencies and generally result in stronger and 
more meaningful visualization. But they will also weaken clas-
sification capacities which might lead to a reduced area of ap-
plication. Recent research that was described in section 1.2 of 
this paper raised strong doubts about the way risk matrices 

are used in the industry or about risk matrix use in general. 
The changes introduced in this paper were developed to over-
come these shortcomings of traditional risk matrices to re-en-
able their use.

Risk matrices allow for classification of risks with little effort. 
This ease of use can (and often does) lead to quick but mean-
ingless results. To avoid this, risk scenarios will have to be 
carefully developed and described within pre-defined system 
limits, ideally with more than just a risk title. Ratings should 
be quantitative whenever possible. This is always the case for 
probability of occurrence (or frequency) and mostly for conse-
quence. In rare applications (e.g. non-profit) where qualitative 
scales are used, a detailed description of the scale is needed. 
Finally, scales and rules for classification cannot be developed 
universally, they have to be validated and refined for every ap-
plication. Even then, classification results can and must still 
be questioned instead of using blind faith. With these princi-
ples in mind, risk matrices can be valuable supporting or stan-
dalone risk management tools. 

--- 4.2 Application for quantitative risk analysis ---
Besides the ability to improve qualitative risk rating, the in-
troduced changes will make risk matrices a powerful visual-
ization tool for the results of a quantitative risk analysis pro-
cess (Sander et al., 2015). Figure 6 shows a colormap similar 
to the ones developed before. While the colormaps in Figure 
5 contained a subjective element (i.e. the ratio between low, 
moderate, high, extreme that will determine color intensity), 
the color intensity for fully quantitative application has no 
ambiguities, it is simply determined by the product of the two 
axes. The figure – together with other visualizations such as 
range consequence or tornado diagrams – will allow to sep-
arate important from unimportant risks and to visualize the 
effect of mitigation measures. The left side of Figure 6 shows 
risks prior to mitigation, the right side shows the same risks 
after mitigation. White indicates that risks were not mitigated, 
blue indicates that mitigation measures were activated.

5. CONCLUSIONS
---------------------

In spite of their popularity, severe shortcomings of common 
risk matrix applications were identified recently and summa-
rized in this paper. Based on these findings, we have suggested 
three adaptions that will prevent oversimplified classifica-
tion (e.g. viewing high probability – low consequence and low 
probability – high consequence risks as equal) and improve 
risk matrix applications. The adaptions are: (1) Use continu-
ous coloring (heat maps), (2) replace green-yellow-red color 
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Figure 6: Pre-mitigation (left) and post-mitigation risk matrix (right). Mitigation measures are activated for blue risks. 

 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

In spite of their popularity, severe shortcomings of common risk matrix applications 

were identified recently and summarized in this paper. Based on these findings, we have 

suggested three adaptions that will prevent oversimplified classification (e.g. viewing high 

probability – low consequence and low probability – high consequence risks as equal) and 

improve risk matrix applications. The adaptions are: (1) Use continuous coloring (heat maps), 

(2) replace green-yellow-red color schemes with perceptually uniform color schemes to 

improve clarity as well as accessibility for people with color vision deficiencies and (3) view 

probability and consequence as independent variables. With these changes at hand, a new area 

of application for risk matrices is to support quantitative risk analysis by visualizing results 

for the mitigation process. 
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FIGURE 6. Pre-mitigation (left) and post-mitigation risk matrix (right). Mitigation measures are activated for blue risks.

schemes with perceptually uni-
form color schemes to improve 
clarity as well as accessibility 
for people with color vision de-
ficiencies and (3) view proba-
bility and consequence as inde-
pendent variables. With these 
changes at hand, a new area of 
application for risk matrices 
is to support quantitative risk 
analysis by visualizing results 
for the mitigation process.


